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Storage rings offer the possibility of measuring proton- and alpha-induced reactions in inverse

kinematics. The combination of this approach with a radioactive beam facility allows, in principle,

the determination of the respective cross sections for radioactive isotopes. Such data are highly

desired for a better understanding of astrophysical nucleosynthesis processes like the p-process.

A pioneering experiment has been performed at the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) at GSI

using a stable96Ru beam at 9-11 AMeV and a hydrogen target. Monte-Carlo simulations of

the experiment were made using the Geant4 code. In these simulations, the experimental setup is

described in detail and all reaction channels can be investigated. Based on the Geant4 simulations,

a prediction of the shape of different spectral components can be performed. A comparison

of simulated predictions with the experimental results shows a good agreement and allows the

extraction of the cross section.
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1. Introduction

Most of the elements heavier than iron are built up in stars via neutron capture in the s- or r-
processes. s-(slow)-process is the process of neutron capture with the emission of gamma radiation
(n,γ) which takes place on a long time-scale with neutron densities in the order of 106 to 1011cm−3.
The neutron captures occur at slow rates compared to the intervening β -decays. The s-process
produces the abundance peaks at A=90, 138 and 208. The r-(rapid)-process is the process of
neutron capture on a very short time-scale with neutron densities greater than 1020 cm−3. The
neutron captures occur then much faster than the competing beta-decays. The r-process produces
the abundance peaks at A=80, 130 and 194 [1].

There are, however, 35 nuclei on the proton-rich side of the valley of stability, which cannot
be produced by neutron capture, because the path of these processes are blocked by stable isotopes.
These are the so-called p-nuclei, which typically have muchlower natural abundances compared to
their more neutron-rich stable isotopes. The proton-rich nuclei are produced by a combination of
the (p,γ), (γ ,n), (γ ,p) and (γ ,α) reactions on existing s- or r-nuclei at stellar temperatures around a
few GK, characteristic of explosive environments. To adequately describe the p-process nucleosyn-
thesis, one needs reliable information on the thousands of reaction rates involved. Unfortunately,
there is a considerable lack of experimental data on the relevant cross sections in the p-process
energy range, because a direct measurement is very difficultfor mostγ-induced reactions [2]. To
overcome this difficulty, the charged particle induced reaction cross sections are measured and their
inverse photodisintegration reaction cross sections are calculated using the detailed balance theo-
rem [3]. The p-process occurs in supernovae, where (p,γ) and (γ ,n) reactions occur on the seed
of s- and r-nuclei at high temperatures. The p-nucleus96Ru was chosen for testing a new experi-
mental approach to determine the proton capture cross section at astrophysical energies in inverse
kinematics (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Synthesis of the elements in the mass region below A=100.96Ru is shielded from s- and r-process
paths by unstable resp. stable isotopes and can only be produced via p-process.
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Most of the few existing data in the Gamov window of the p-process have been obtained
applying the activation technique. But this method is limited because it is only applicable if the
reaction product is radioactive and the sample material is not too short-lived to produce a sample.
No such limits exist for the proposed new experiments in storage rings with circulating heavy-ion
beams, since the reaction products are identified by their mass-over-charge ratios and isotopes with
half-lives down to a few minutes could be investigated. The purpose of this experiment was to
benchmark the new approach by comparing our results with theactivation method and to explore
the possibilities of a new method for measuring the same reactions with short-lived isotopes and
stable reaction products.

2. Experimental technique

A pioneering experiment has been performed at the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) at GSI
using a stable96Ru beam and a hydrogen gas target. The primary beam was sent from the UNILAC
accelerator to the synchrotron SIS (Figure 2) where it was accelerated to 100 AMeV and then
stripped using a carbon foil (11mg/cm2). Afterwards the fully stripped ions were injected into the
ESR (Figure 3) and slowed down to energies of 9, 10 and 11 AMeV.After slowing down, the
ruthenium ions were stored in the ESR for several minutes. The thickness of the newly developed
hydrogen target was 1013/cm2 [4].

Figure 2: The accelerator complex at GSI.

The most important interactions of fully strip ruthenium ions with hydrogen molecules are
electron pick-up and proton-induced nuclear reactions like (p,γ), (p,n) and (p,α).

Because of their different A/Z ratio, the products of proton-induced reactions (97Rh) are spa-
tially separated from the unreacted96Ru ions after the first dipole and could be detected by two
Double Sided Silicon Strip Detectors (DSSSD) mounted in a pocket on the inside of the ESR. Each
detector had 16 strips in X- and Y- direction. The strip pitchwas 3 mm and the strip length was
49.5 mm. The detectors were arranged side by side to increasethe covered area. However, due
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to connecters etc., a gap of 25 mm remained between both active areas. In order to measure a
continous spectrum, data were taken with different detector positions, e.g. at nominal position and
shifted by 25 mm. The efficiency for (p,γ) events was close to 100%.

Figure 3: The Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) at GSI.

As the experiment was performed at energies of 9-11 AMeV, competing (p,n) and (p,α) reac-
tions occured too and they could not be neglected. These events have to be discriminated from the
desired proton capture reactions based on the position on the DSSSD. An additional background
component is the elastic scattering of ruthenium ions on protons.

Multi-Wire Counters were installed on the outer side of the first dipole after the hydrogen
target to detect products from electron pick-up. GermaniumX-ray detectors were mounted close
to the target at angles 35 and 90 degree to detect the emitted X-rays.

The particle position in the DSSSD for both detector positions is shown in Figure 4. The com-
bined spectrum for both detector positions is represented in Figure 5. Events from96Ru(p,γ)97Rh
were normalised by events from the electron capture reaction in our target.

3. Monte-Carlo simulations with Geant4 code

In order to understand and subtract background from competing reactions, the most intense
background sources were simulated using Geant4 [5]. The simulation comprises all beam pipes,
quadrupole magnets and the dipole between the hydrogen target and the detector location as well
as the DSSSD itself (Figure 6).

Based on Geant4 simulations, a prediction of the distribution of the reaction products in the
detector for different reactions was performed. Figure 7 shows the results for the96Ru(p,γ) reaction
itself as well as for background from (p,n), (p,α) and elastic scattering (p,p).

4. Cross section determination

The reaction cross section was measured relative to the wellknown96Ru44+(e−)96Ru43+ cross
section, thereby eliminating uncertainties from target thickness and number of primary96Ru ions.
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Figure 4: Position distribution of secondary particles on the DSSSDswith the detector at the nominal
position (top) and shifted by 25 mm to the right (bottom). Theregion above x=125mm was shielded by the
beam pipe.

Figure 5: Combined spectrum of DSSSD for detector positions at 0 and 25mm. The peak of96Ru(p,γ) is
clearly visible at x=85 mm.

If Zp,γ is the number of nuclei produced by proton captures (peak area),σp,γ the proton capture
cross section, Zec the number of nuclei produced via electron pick-up andσ ec the electron pick-up
cross section then
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Figure 6: Geant4 simulations of secondary particles from96Ru(p,γ)97Rh reaction.

Figure 7: Simulated position distribution of reaction products fromdifferent reactions on the DSSSD.

σp,γ = σec·
Zp,γ

Zec
(4.1)

Since the atomic electron pick-up cross section is well known, the desired proton capture cross
section can be determined solely based on the ratio of detected counts in the silicon detectors and in
the multi-wire chamber. Based on Geant4 simulations the background for the96Ru(p,γ)97Rh reac-
tion can be estimated. The important background componentsare96Ru(p,n)96Rh, 96Ru(p,α)93Tc,
96Ru(p,p)96Ru reactions. A rough estimate of the proton capture cross section of96Ru at 11 AMeV
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gives 1.5-3.5 mb, which is comparable to the predictions from the NON-SMOKER code [6].

5. Summary and outlook

A pioneering experiment was performed at the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) at GSI. Fully
stripped ions of96Ru were injected into the storage ring and slowed down to 9-11MeV per nucleon.
The97Rh ions following the96Ru(p,γ) reaction at a cryogenically cooled liquid microjet hydrogen
target were detected with Double Sided Silicon Strip Detectors (DSSSD) mounted inside a pocket.
We could prove the feasibility of this approach and clearly detected events originating from proton
captures on96Ru. The analysis is still in progress and we could therefore only report an upper limit
on the cross section at 11 MeV, which is slightly above the prediction from the NON-SMOKER
code. The detailed analysis will be extended down to 10 and 9 MeV. In the future, such experiments
have to be performed with particle detectors inside the ultra-high vacuum of the ESR in order to
measure in the Gamov window. Additionally a demonstration experiment for (α ,γ) reactions is
planned.
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